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Uh, … uuh
Hello,
Kadena?
I,
I can’t…
I can’t…
I Can’t Move My Arm

The ACTUAL MINUTES
of SVSM MAY
by Chris Bucholtz

Start on 3

Editor’s Ravings – this month’s editor, Mick Burton

(shameless plug: www.mickbmodeler.com)

GREAT NEWS FOR THE MODERN MODELER !

Only a month ago, our very hard working Junior IPMS Club wrapped up a fantastic May club meeting with no clear path
to repeat their success during the summer, due to an all too familiar problem faced by many organizations. Namely, nary an
affordable and available PLACE TO HOLD A MEETING ! Proving themselves more than ready to meet this challenge, it’s
my pleasure to share with you here the NEWS OF THE SUMMER MEETING HOUSE FOR “Bay Area Dragons” Club :

Hats off to our 2014/15 VP Mr Dave Anderson, who secured this meeting room for the BAD team of modelers with much
concerted effort in the past two weeks. Lily, Christine, Dave and Mike will make fine use of the space I have no doubt of it
As I have said before and will again, Those who are about to spend (their time, others and their money) I also salute you.
With THANKS - mickb
SPEAKING OF THE MONEY…

Just like the proverbial bumper sticker of the “way old days” used to proclaim, “GAS, Grass or … NOBODY
RIDES FOR FREE”, events like the TriCity Ten of the Fremont Hornets coming in September need money to run.
IN AN EFFORT TO WORK SOME OF THAT “FUEL” UP THIS SUMMER THE HORNETS ANNOUNCE

The JULY 11 “ SUPER AUCTION ” 830-1030 PM
Usual 5 dollar meeting night fee, PLENTY OF POTENTIAL “STEALS” Bring your donations and your MONEY
There will be a flyer available at the June SVSM meeting just to remind you and provide more details if needed. - mickb

SVSM CLUB CONTEST JUNE 2014 “ The F-1 Challenge “
For a full and complete reminder of this contest go here: http://www.mickbmodeler.com/june-2014-svsm.php

MAY WE KNOW NOW ( thanks to you, Chris )

Photos: Mick Burton

Text: Chris Bucholtz
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Models : everyone

At the May meeting… John Carr told us about his plans to build a display of models of San Jose Police
Department vehicles for display at the department and asked if the club members might like to help out. He
received a positive response from many members and he’ll put together a list of subjects. If you want to build an
SJPD car, talk to John at the next meeting! Frank Beltran brought up the idea of club shirts – T-shirts or polo
shirts – and management said it would provide him with some art, since Frank said he’d take care of getting the
bids and pricing. The Bay Area Dragons were happy to report that their attendance had doubled from their first
to second meetings, and they had received donations of kits from several sources (including Modesto Hobbies)
and members. Their next meeting was the day after the meeting, so we look forward to their next report.
In model talk… Dave Balderrama picked up an MV-22 Osprey for a song and is planning on launching into
it, but in the meantime he’s working on a Starblazers: 2199 Tiger Space Attack Craft from Bandai, a model he
says is very nice.

Mark Balderrama built the Polar Lights Voyage to the
Bottom of the Sea Flying Submarine and a Corvette,
both liberated from his dad’s model stash.

The Corvette was a gift to Dave from his mother, so Mark was by proxy building a model that was a gift from
his grandmother.

Ben Pada finished his 1:32
Tamiya F4U-1 Corsair, and he
took it to a contest in Virginia earlier this month where it took a first place in its category!

John Carr’s favorite Star Wars
character was Boba Fett, so he was
pleased at the detail on Screamin’s kit.
Not so pleasing is the vinyl material,
which has made it hard to prime and
paint. He’s using cosplay websites to
get all the details right.

John’s also got his Tamiya Wehrmacht figure getting close to completion; he’s weathering the otherwise
showroom-looking figure and its equipment and he was pleased by how well the decals for the various insignia
went on.

Eric McClure completed his Academy F-8E Crusader,
which has a cockpit by Eduard, a raised wing from
Obscureco and some old MicroScale decals, which
gave Eric a battle. He used Alclad for the burner
section and added tiny bits of aluminum tape to the
fuselage to depict the stabilator rub plates.

Laramie Wright was inspired to build his 1:35 MRC UH-1C Huey after seeing another old, partly-started kit
brought to completion last meeting. He’s also working on the old Tamiya A6M5c, giving the model some
aftermarket guns.

Chris Bucholtz applied the first coat of Model
Master aluminum metallizer to his Tamiya P-47,
only discover some work that was needed at the
wing roots.
He made a sequence error on his Special Hobby Firefly V; he painted the
sky undersurface before adding the Korean War invasion stripes and before
adding the cannon stubs, meaning some additional work before the Firefly
can wear its Fleet Air Arm colors.
His Eduard MiG-15 conversion doesn’t fit as well as he hoped it would; the
Brassin airbrakes don’t give you clear instructions, and he had to do some
improvisation to backdate his model.
Finally, Chris’s Hasegawa KA-3B
Skywarrior had main gear wells
that were literally missing parts –
there were slots for two bulkheads
but the bulkheads weren’t included
in the kit!
Using photos from the SVSM
website, Chris made the missing
parts and added additional detail to
the wheel wells.

Max Balderrama built his
X-15 using a paper model,
and he planned on using a
similar medium to build the
Spirit of St. Louis.
Mark Schynert has long wanted a long-wing Spitfire, and so
he’s using the Hasegawa Spitfire VII LF as the basis for a
build.
He’s also working on Williams Brothers’ Northrop Gamma;
instead of the options in the kit, he’s turning it into a Gamma
IID mailplane used by the U.S. Army as a courier in Ethiopia!
Greg Plummer had few good words for Hasegawa’s 1:72 Vought XF5U-1, saying
the fit was poor for such a simple plane, and he finished it in Mediterranean USAAF colors as a hypothetical
member of the 325th FG. Greg also built the Hasegawa 1:72 Shinkai 6500 deep-diving research submarine; he
said it was a very nice kit that went together well. (see page 1 for photos)
Kent McClure built Zvedsa’s tiny 1:100 Matilda Mk. I tank, and then was afraid he’d lose it if it were left by
itself, so he built a companion 1:100 Mk. II, then added a Soviet T-35 to the mix. He’s got a PBY Catalina egg
plane from Eggocentric on its wheels, and he’s having a love-hate relationship with a 1:72 Saladin armored car,
enjoying the build by adding and removing details as the references present themselves. He’s also built a small
arsenal of SHQ white metal machine guns. (see page 1 for photos) Lou Orselli has two figures in the preliminary
stages, including one whose legs he had to reposition in order to get the proper stance. On the other, he’s
enhanced the detail with some additional scribing. He also found a Russian autogyro kit in his stash – an
extremely short-run kit – made entirely of resin and flash. (see page 1 for photos)
And the model of the month goes to… Ron Wergin, who tackled the Japanese cruiser Mogami in 1:700;
depicted after its conversion to a seaplane carrier after the Battle of Midway. Ron said the photoetched parts for
the biplanes were no fun. He used white glue and dull coat as adhesives to place the railings.
(supplemental May Meet coverage photos, will be published in June 2014 TAMS- Ed.)
(Photos of entire club contest about to be covered in Official Minutes, already published in the MAY TAMS – Ed.)

Our contest this month was “The 80s.” Mike Burton, the Roger Penske of entering large numbers of entries into
a field, had a host of 1:72 and 1:48 subjects. In the smaller scale, Mike had a Hobbycraft F-86F, a Heller F-84F,
a Rarejets vacuformed F-86D wearing Polish-made decals for the Thai Air Force, and a Hasegawa F-86F he’s
building as a desktop model. In 1:48, Mike has a Hasegawa 1:48 F-86F, a Monogram F-84F in the early stages
of construction a Monogram F-80 Shooting Star finished as a Navy TO-1, and a Monogram F-84F in the
construction phase. Jim Priete’s Supermodel Macchi MB.326 didn’t quite get finished for the contest; this
Falkland War example has some issues with the quality of its plastic. Jim’s also got an Argentine Super
Etendard in paint, and the Exocet is finished too – but the model still needs decals and dangly bits. Mark
Schynert’s Monogram 1:72 F-82E Twin Mustang wears decals from Starfighter Decals, whose owner quipped
that this may be the first model to actually get built with those decals! Randy Ray’s 88mm Pupchen rocket
launcher isn’t the Dragon kit – it’s the much older metal Hornet kit. Randy says that, like the real item, the
passage of time means more paint tends to flake off the gun. Dave Balderrama and son Mark assembled the
Metal Earth photoetched kit of the Empire Strikes Back’s AT-AT over the course of the afternoon – it’s not a
simple model and Dave was almost overwhelmed just building the “head” assembly. Max Balderrama started
his Revell Y-Wing fighter at a Make-and-Take event; he made his paper model of the sunken Bismarck so
recently the glue wasn’t quite dry!
And the winners were… In third place, with his 1:72 Airfix F-86D Sabre Dog, was Mike Burton! Mike likes
the kit’s affordability and the variety of markings available for it. In second place, with a T-80 tank, was
Laramie Wright! He says the Mini Art model was a tough build, with many small parts and brittle plastic. His
Soviet green is a 50-50 mix of NATO green and olive drab. And in first place, with a Tamiya F-84E Thunderjet,
was Ben Pada! Ben’s plank-wing jet was built out of the box except for seat belts, and he painted it with Alclad
paints before adding AeroMaster decals. – fini CB

CONGRATULATIONS TO

Ron Wergin
FOR WINNING MAY MODEL OF THE MONTH

7:00 PM
FRIDAY
JUNE 20
at
COMMUNITY ROOM
Milpitas Police Administration Building
1275 N. Milpitas Blvd
Milpitas, CA

